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Rota-Loo waterless composting toilet systems 
have been successfully turning human waste 
into rich humus for safe disposal or use in the 
garden for decades and are well known for 
being easy to install and easy to maintain.

Install where septic cannot be used
Waterless
Odourless
Chemical free
Virtually maintenance free

 You can install and use Rota-Loo safely in close 
proximity to waterways and other sensitive 
environments.
Rota-Loo is a batch composting system, which 
means bins only require handling once the 
composting process is complete, so there is no 
mess and no fuss.

Rota-Loo is OceanaMark Compliance Certified to  AS/NZS 1546.2 
for Waterless Composting Toilets and is approved for use in all states and 
territories in Australia.
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COMPOSTING

Imagine the Rota-Loo is a clock. 
Bin 1 is in use at 12 o’ clock. With regular use, 
each bin takes 
 an average of 2 months to fill. 

When Bin 1 is full, rotate the Rota-Loo 
to the next position on the clock so 

the next bin is in use at 12 o’clock.
Repeat until the first bin goes all 
the way around the clock. As each 
full bin comes back to the start 

(approximately 1 year later), 
its contents are fully composted into 

nutrient rich humus. 
The humus can be safely used in the garden 
and the newly empty bin can be used again.

Rota-Loo does not smell!
Rota-Loo is a waterless system where 
natural moisture is separated and 
aerobic decomposition (which 
occurs naturally without odour) is 
maintained.
The Rota-Loo turbo fan also 
encourages evaporation whilst 
providing a slight negative pressure at 
the pedestal. This ensures air is drawn down 
through the top of the pedestal, keeping the 
toilet room nice and fresh.



Recommended for

Number of people 
frequently using*

Dimensions (mm)
width x depth x height

Number of pedestals 
that can be mounted

Number of bins

Total capacity

Shipping size (mm)

Approximate weight
when empty

RL650
Domestic use

Small families, holiday homes
Minimal clearance installations

4 people

1200 x 1200 x 650

1 pedestal

6 bins

180L
Standard pallet

1200 x 1200

100kg

RL950
Domestic use
Large families

Ideal for continuous use

8 people

1200 x 1200 x 950

2 pedestals

6 bins

390L
Standard pallet

1200 x 1200

250kg

RL2000

Commercial use
Tourist areas and parks

20+ people  

1900 x 1900 x 990

2 pedestals

8 bins

1200L
Two pallet 

spaces required.

300kg

†

*When installed correctly and in the optimum environment for composting. 
† Recommended installation is with an Excess Liquid Tank
Contact us to ensure you get the right Rota-Loo for your needs and understand the installation requirements for 
best operation.  

Rota-Loo is proudly manufactured in Australia by:

Kiel Industries
87-93 Tramway Road
Morwell, VIC 3840

Freecall 1800 813 508 | (03) 5135 3900
sales@rotaloo.com
www.rotaloo.com


